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Abstract: 

This study aimed to find the influence of psychographic and economic factors toward 
purchasing volume of local and imported apple. The study was conducted in Malang and 
Surabaya, East Java Province. Malang represents the production area of local apple, 
meanwhile Surabaya represents the biggest city in East Java. The consumer survey was 
done at three categories of place to buy, i.e. supermarket, fruit stall and traditional market. 
The total consumer interviewed was 120 people. Data was analyzed by using linear 
regression. Some psychographic factors i.e.: environmental awareness, awareness on 

apple cultivation and trustee of pesticide free influence positively to the purchasing volume 
of local apple. Meanwhile on the imported apple, consumer’s taste and prestige motivation 
positively influence purchasing volume. The economic factors i.e. apple price and price of 
substitute fruits influence the purchasing volume only on the imported apple. It can be 
inferred that consumers of local apple pay attention more to the sustainable agriculture 
(apple cultivation) and sustainable environment, comparing with them of imported apple. 
This study finding implies that agribusiness actors of local apple, farmers and marketers, 
should pay attention on sustainability agriculture with minimum usage of pesticide, to 
avoid pesticide residue on the apple product. 
Keywords: economic factor, psychographic factor, consumer behavior, environmental 
awareness 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the only economic factors are not sufficient to explain consumer’s 

purchasing behavior. Psychographic factors have been developed in such a way in 

studying and researching a purchase behavior on a product. A consumers study used 

health motivation orientation  to segment consumers in purchasing fruits and 

vegetables [9]. Moreover, researches on psychographic factors have been done on 

purchasing of labeled egg [21] and low fat, sugar and salt products [5].  In [21] there are 

two psychographic factors analyzed, i.e. health consciousness and food safety concern. 

Meanwhile, in [5]the psychographic factors included are: nutrition awareness, 

universalism value and personal health control. 

Along with the global issues of environmental sustainability, consumer’s 

consciousness to the environment has been being an interesting topic of study on 

psychographic factors. Some previous studies relate psychographic factors related with 

environmental awareness which is correlated with purchase intention. For instance,in 

[17] it has been studied the behavior of ecological consumers and their intention to 
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purchase organic food [17]. Moreover, some psychographic factors, includes 

environmental awareness has been related with purchase intention and willingness to 

pay on wine product [2]. Moser used theory of planned behavior to test whether 

consumers’ green attitudes are consistent with their purchasing behavior [16]. 

More specific, there is a term of Consumers’ pro-environmental behavior. There 

are two factors that can affect consumers' preferences to the eco-labeled products, 

namely environmental awareness and trust in environmental information [11]. Zhang 

et al find that order quantity of the environmental product increases with consumer 

environmental awareness [23]. 

Buying organic products also related with pro-environmental consumer behavior. 

Environmental consciousness and appearance consciousness positively influence 

attitude toward buying organic personal care products [12]. Barber et al suggest that 

respondent expressing a high intention to purchase environmentally friendly wines also 

reported strong attitudes and values toward the environment,however, the gap between 

stated willingness to pay and the actual price paid was wide [2]. Moreover, consumer’s 

environmental awareness has directly significant impacted on green perceived value and 

green purchasing behavior [13].  

Environmental awareness also gives benefit to the producer and retailer. Liu at al 

found that retailers and manufacturers of superior eco-friendly products take benefit 

from the the increasing of consumers’ environmental awareness [14]. Therefore, a study 

on environmental awareness is important both for producers and marketers. 

Study on psychographic factors still need to do in line with economic factors. As 

found by Michaelidou et al that intention to buy organic product is affected by 

consumers’ attitude, it is explained by consumers’ food safety concern, ethical lifestyle, 

health consciousness and price perceptions [15]. Although all factors are 

psychographic, however price is one of economic factor that is measured in 

psychographic.  

Economic factors are important in affecting consumer behavior to purchase a 

product. In the theory of managerial economics, Salvatore stated that individual 

demand is a function of product price, consumer’s income, price of related products and 

consumer’s taste [19]. Among these four factors, there are three economic factors and 

only one psychographic factor.  

Beside product’s price, an important economic factor is consumer’s income. Some 

previous studies categorized income as demographic factor which influence purchasing 

behavior or purchasing intention. Jones correlated income and apple purchases for 

Ohio consumers, although the result stated that there was a little correlation between 

them [10]. Income was one of demographic factors that influence purchase intention of 

fruits in China [12]. 

In developed countries, even pro-environment products already give eco-label and 

use pro-environment packaging. Consumers would buy apples at moderate premium 

price, if the higher percentage of premium, the lower the demand of eco-labeled apples 

[4]. A similar result of research on pro-environmental packaging also suggests that 

consumers’ attitudes are willing to trade off various product attributes in favor of 

environment-friendly beverage packaging, as long as they obtain the same taste of the 

beverage and pay the relative same price [2]. 

Apple is one of important fruit commodity in East Java, Indonesia. It is because 

there is an area that can produce apple, than we call it local apple. People usually call 

the area as Malang Raya, it includes Malang Regency, Malang City and Batu City. No 

other place in Indonesia can produce apple. Therefore, local apple becomes specialty 

product of Malang Raya.  

Marketing of local apple faces a competition with imported apple. Along with global 

marketing, imported apples are also easily found in local market includes East Java, 

even in Malang Raya. Both local and imported apples have an interesting issue related 
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with economic and psychographic factors. Concerning with environmental issue, apple 

cultivation is known as high pesticide usage. Consumer in East Java is relatively closed 

with apple production area of local apple, they hypothetically know well about local 

apple cultivation. Meanwhile imported apple, people know from mass media that it 

should be coated with wax and post-harvest pesticides to maintain the freshness, 

because it takes a long time since harvesting up to purchasing by consumers. Moreover, 

on January 2015 there was a case of Listeria monocytogenes bacterial contamination on 

certain imported apple, so that the Indonesian Trade Minister stopped importing those 

apple cultivars at the time. Such case may affect consumer’s psychology in purchasing 

imported apple. 

This study aimed to find the influence of economic and psychographic factors 

toward purchasing volume of local and imported apple. Basically, this study follows 

concept of demand function [19], however, we develop psychographic factors in 

purchasing apple, i.e. health motivation, environmental awareness, and prestige as 

personal motivation. Health motivation is elaborated as some indicators, i.e. personal 

health, nutritious concern, trustee of pesticide free and bacteria free on the apple 

product.  Moreover environmental awareness is elaborated as two indicators, i.e. 

awareness on sustainable apple cultivation and environmental awareness. The last 

psychographic factor is prestige motivation. There are some expected sign that 

consumers buy imported apple because of prestige rather than health motivation and 

environmental awareness. In the opposite, they buy local apple because of health 

motivation and environmental awareness rather than prestige motivation. 

METHOD 

Research Approach 

This study uses a quantitative approach, intended to analysis consumer 

purchasing behavior on local and imported apple in East Java. The explanatory 

variables are economic factors [10, 18, 19] and psychographic factors [2,12,17] which 

is emphasized on environmental awareness. 

Participant 

The subject of this research was consumers who have just purchased apple at the 

purchasing place. There are three categories of place to buy, i.e. supermarket, fruit stall 

and traditional market. An accidental sampling took 10 consumers of local apple and 

10 consumers of imported apple at each place category. So, the total consumers 

interviewed are 120 consumers. 

Data Collection 

The study was conducted in East Java Province, represented by Malang and 

Surabaya. Malang represents the production area of local apple, meanwhile Surabaya 

represents the biggest city in East Java. A consumer survey was done since October 

2015 until January 2016.  

Data Analysis  

Data was analyzed by using Ordinary Least Square method. It was done by using 

software of Eviews 4. Following demand function [19]and regression model [8], we adopt 

a regression formula below: 

Volume = ɑ0 + β1 Income + β2 Price + β3 Price_Substi + β4 Psy_Taste + β4 Psy_Health + β5 

Psy_Nutrition + β6 Psy_Pesticide_Free + β7 Psy_Bacteria_Free + β8 Psy_Cultivation + β9 

Psy_Environment + β10 Psy_Prestige + εit 
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Where: 

Volume  = apple purchasing volume (ounce)  

Income = consumer income (million Rupiah/month) 

Price  = apple price (thousand Rupiah/kg) 

Price_Substi = price of substitute fruit (thousand Rupiah/kg) 

Psy_Taste = consumer’s taste on apple (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Health = health motivation (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Nutrition = nutritious concern (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Pesticide_Free = belief that apples are free of pesticide residue (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Bacteria_Free = belief that apples are free of bacterial contaminant (Likert scale: 1 

– 5) 

Psy_Cultivation = awareness on apple cultivation (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Environment = environmental awareness (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

Psy_Prestige = prestige motivation (Likert scale: 1 – 5) 

εit  = error 

 

This formula is used on the analyses of both local apple and imported apple. 

Variables of income, apple’s price and price of substitute fruit are measured in Rupiah. 

Based on Bank of Indonesia, the middle exchange rate on 19 July 2016 is 13,086 

Rupiah for 1 USD [1]. 

RESULTS 

Description of Apple Consumers 

Figure 1 shows distribution of consumers based on the apple cultivar bought. Most 

consumers of local apple bought cultivar of Manalagi, meanwhile cultivar of Fuji was 

bought the most by consumers of imported apple. Since consumers were met by 

accidental sampling, their distribution approximately indicated their preference to the 

apple cultivars.   

For local apple, the distribution of consumers similar with those of apple cultivars 

cultivated by farmers in Malang Raya (Batu City and Malang Regency). Most farmers 

plant apple cultivar of Manalagi and Rome Beauty. There is only a few number of Anna 

cultivar and very few number of Wangli cultivar. Similarly, the order of local apple 

cultivars sold in the market are Manalagi, Rome Beauty and Anna. 

 

 

Figure 1.Apple cultivar bought by consumers 
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For imported apple, Fuji apple is also dominant in the market. It has wide range 

of variant, size and price. It is easy to find Fuji apple with small size and cheaper price 

at traditional market. In the opposite it is also easy to find Fuji apple in supermarket or 

fruit stall with different variant, big size and more expensive price. The next order in the 

market is Washington apple, and followed by others cultivar.   

Weaknesses of data 

Some psychographic data were measured with Likert scale, so they need test of 

validity and reliability. The validity test uses Pearson correlation coefficient of each score 

of variable and the total score of variables [20]. 

As shown in Table 1, the Pearson correlations indicate that almost all variables 

measured with Likert scale are valid. There is one psychographic variable of each apple 

category, i.e. awareness on sustainable cultivation of local apple, and trustee of bacterial 

free on imported apple. This is a weakness of the data, it could be caused by similarity 

of some data measured with Likert scale.  Nevertheless, all variables are used in the 

next analysis so that we can compare between local and imported apple. 

Moreover, the reliability test used Cronbach alpha. Each values for local and 

imported apple are 0.571 and 0.669 respectively. It is generally agreed that the reliability 

is satisfied if the Cronbach alpha > 0.7 [6]. This is also a weakness of the data, its was 

due to the lack of sample and a number of data repetitions using a Likert scale. Even 

so, all variables are used in the next analysis. 

Table 1. The Pearson correlation of each variable measured with Likert Scale 

 

 

Regression Result 

Table 2 shows the result of linear regression on factors affecting purchasing volume 

of local and imported apple. The regression model of imported apple has a better 

goodness of fit comparing with those of imported apple, indicated by adjusted R-squared 

0.508. It means that variation of independent variable can explain 50.8% purchasing 

volume variation of imported apple. The same thing on local apple is 45.4%. 

Table 2. Factors Affecting Purchasing Volume of Local and Imported Apple 

Variable Expected 

Sign 

Local apple Imported apple 

Coefficient Prob. Coefficient Prob. 

C  -40.18809 0.0001 -3.858829 0.5304 

Income + -0.173489 0.6482 0.234666 0.4649 

 Taste Health Nutri-

tion 

Pesti-

cide 

Bacte-

ria 

Culti-

vation 

Environ

ment 

Prestige 

Local apple         

Pearson Corr. 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

.503** .578** .582** .521** .431** .215 .519** .618** 

.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .099 .000 

       

Imported apple         

Pearson Corr. 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

 

.695** 

.000 

.702** 

.000 

.476** 

.000 

.668** 

.000 

.099 

.453 

.406** 

.001 

.446** 

.000 

.770** 

.000 
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Price - -0.096772 0.5069 -0.206102*** 0.0024 

Price_Substi + 0.026640 0.7025 0.077561** 0.0250 

Psy_Taste + 1.985743 0.1592 2.297490*** 0.0025 

Psy_Health + 1.351284 0.2088 -1.008193 0.1722 

Psy_Nutrition + 1.478142 0.2173 0.228139 0.8358 

Psy_Pesticide_Free + 2.289874* 0.0920 -0.384330 0.6499 

Psy_Bacteria_Free + 0.119643 0.9263 0.167143 0.8445 

Psy_Cultivation + 2.887321** 0.0391 -1.088958 0.2454 

Psy_Environment + 4.113700*** 0.0004 1.561659* 0.0952 

Psy_Prestige + 1.367627 0.2824 3.068041*** 0.0006 

R-squared  0.555665  0.600195  

Adjusted R-squared  0.453838  0.508573  

F-statistic  5.456967  6.550774  

Prob(F-statistic)  0.000015  0.000002  

 
The result of F statistics also shows indicate that both regression models are 

significant on simultaneous test at the level of alpha 1%. It means that all explanatory 

variables of local apple simultaneously influence the purchasing volume. Similar results 

were also obtained on imported apple.  

Some economic factors are significant only in influencing imported apple. The 

price of imported apple has 1% significant level with negative coefficient. It means that 

the increasing one thousand Rupiah of apple price will decrease 0.2 ounce purchasing 

volume of imported apple. Moreover, price of substitute fruits has 5% significant level 

with positive coefficient. It means that increasing one thousand Rupiah of substitute 

price will increase 0.07 ounce purchasing volume of imported apple. It is surprisingly 

that economic factors are not significant in influencing purchasing volume of local 

apple.  

Some psychographic factors i.e. awareness on apple cultivation and and 

environment affect positively to the purchasing volume of local apple. Meanwhile, 

consumer taste and prestige motivation positively affect purchasing volume of imported 

apple. Environmental awareness is less significant comparing with taste and prestige 

on imported apple. 

On local apple, the most significant psychographic factor is environmental 

awareness. It has 1% significant level with positive coefficient. It means that the higher 

consumer’s awareness on environment the more volume of local apple bought.  

Awareness on apple cultivation is also significant in influencing purchasing 

volume of local apple. The significant level is 5% with positive coefficient. The higher 

score of awareness on local apple cultivation the more purchasing volume. It means that 
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consumers in East Java have high respect on local apple cultivation with environmental 

friendly. 

The other significant factor is trustee of pesticide free on local apple. It has positive 

coefficient, although the significant level is only 10%. It means that the highest score of 

consumer’s trustee of pesticide free, the more purchasing volume of local apple. As 

people already knew that apple cultivation is high pesticide usage, but some farmers 

also have been trying to reduce usage of pesticide step by step. Moreover, some organic 

farmers group tried to cultivate organic local apple. Such information has an impact to 

the consumer’s trustee of pesticide free on local apple.   

It can be inferred from these three environmental related psychographic factors 

that consumers in East Java have sense of belonging to the local apple as a special fruit 

produced in Malang Raya. That is why their environmental related psychographic 

factors are more significant to the purchasing volume, comparing with the economic 

factors.   

A different analysis result is obtained from the imported apple. The most 

significant factors on imported apple are price, taste, and prestige motivation, with 1% 

significant level at all. For the economic factors price and substitute price are significant 

at 1% and 5% respectively. The regression coefficients indicated that the increasing 

1,000 Rupiah of apple price will decrease 0.206 ounce of purchasing volume, meanwhile 

the increasing of substitute price will increase 0.077 ounce purchasing volume of 

imported apple. For the psychographic factors, the regression coefficient indicates that 

the increasing one score of taste and prestige motivation will increase purchasing 

volume of imported apple as much as 2.29 and 3.06 ounce, respectively.  

The economic factors i.e. apple price and price of substitute fruits have significant 

influence on purchasing volume of imported apple, with each significant level of 5% and 

10%, respectively. The regression coefficient indicated that the increasing 1,000 Rupiah 

of price per kilogram will decrease 0.2 ounce purchasing volume of imported apple. 

Meanwhile, the increasing of 1,000 Rupiah of substitute price will increase 0.07 ounce 

purchasing volume of imported apple. 

The consumer’s income does not affect the purchasing volume of both local and 

imported apples. It is because the consumer’s income is measured based on money 

earned monthly by respondent as consumer. Some respondents are students, in this 

case income is measured from living cost money earned from their parents in one 

month. Moreover, purchasing apple is measured in one purchasing processed, not in 

one time period. The result could be different if consumer income is related with apple 

purchasing volume in one month.  

DISCUSSION 

Dealing with the research result, mainly local apple consumers’ awareness on 

environment supports previous researches that the environmental awareness 

influences purchasing behavior [2, 23], while on imported apple the same thing is less 

significant. Even on local apple, awareness on sustainable agriculture also has high 

influence on purchasing behavior. This results support the previous research that 

consumers have awareness on environment [14, 23].Moreover the psychographic factor 

on local apple consumers i.e. belief that apples are free of pesticide residue also 

significant in affecting purchasing volume, it is in line with the previous study that 

higher believe pesticide free the more purchasing intention [7].   

The most significant factors on imported apple are price, taste, and prestige 

motivation, with 1% significant level at all. The significance of price support the concept 

which includes price as part of demand function [19], also the previous study that price 

is still an important factor [3, 4, 15]. 

Consumers’ taste and prestige motivation positively affect purchasing volume of 

imported apple.The significance of consumers’ taste support the concept which includes 
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taste as part of demand function [19], also support the previous study thattaste on 

newer apple determines whether consumers continue to purchase and consume 

[10].Meanwhile the significance of prestige motivation on imported apple indicate that 

consumers still give more appreciation on imported product, as well as consumer 

preferred to purchase imported fruits [22]. 

The consumer’s income does not affect the purchasing volume of both local and 

imported apples.This analysis result of income is along with [10] that income has little 

correlation with apple purchases for Ohio’s consumer, however it is different with 

demand function that income is one of the explanatory variable [19]. 

CONCLUSION 

The result of this research shows that psychographic factors much more 

significant on local apple, especially the factors related with environmental awareness. 

Consumers of local apple pay attention more to the sustainable agriculture (apple 

cultivation) and sustainable environment, comparing with them of imported apple. In 

the opposite, the economic factors much more significant on the imported apple. 

Consumers of imported apple are encouraged by economic factors in purchasing apple. 

The important psychographic factors on imported apple are consumers’ taste and 

prestige motivation, the two important aspects that local apple does not have.   

This study finding implies that agribusiness actors of local apple, farmers and 

marketers, should pay attention on sustainability agriculture with minimum usage of 

pesticide to avoid pesticide residue on the apple product. Moreover, it needs a systematic 

effort to change the mindset of consumer about taste on local apple and improve the 

prestige value of local apple. It needs a comprehensive marketing strategy of local apple 

which includes: local apples’ health-benefit information in the promotion, and rising 

prestige-image of local apple.  
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